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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Over 800 IDP households affected in flash flooding from heavy downpour in Monguno Local Government Area (LGA). 

• Borno State Government inaugurates committee to facilitate internally displace person (IDP) and refugee resettlement in Abadam 
LGA, which is still inaccessible to aid agencies due to ongoing insecurity. 

• WASH conditions are deteriorating in Dikwa LGA, where escalating insecurity prompted scale down of humanitarian footprints 

• Over 25,000 people at-risk of food shortages starting in October as flooding threatens to cut-off Rann town, near the border with 
Cameroon. 

• Deadly armed clashes and illegal vehicle checkpoints spark civilian safety concerns across LGAs and supply routes.  

SITUATION OVERVIEW  

  

Over 800 IDP shelters impacted by flooding in Monguno LGA 
 
Flash flooding from heavy downpours on 27 July directly affected over 800 IDP households in Monguno LGA. Their shelters were overrun 
at the Government Senior Secondary School (GSSS) camp and food, non-food items (NFIs) and property were damaged or lost. At least 
113 shelters were seriously damaged. Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) partners were able to pump out the 
floodwater and deliver sandbags to fill up affected areas while plans are ongoing to mobilize kits to repair damaged shelters. Some worn-
out shelters will also require fortification including new tarpaulins to enable them to withstand the impacts of rainstorms, which are 
expected to continue over the coming weeks as the rainy season progresses. WASH and health partners had in recent months ramped 
up preparedness measures to mitigate risks of water-borne disease outbreaks associated with the wet season, such as cholera. 
 
Government inaugurates committee to facilitate IDP and refugee resettlement in Abadam LGA  
 
Governor Babagana Zulum inaugurated a 24-member committee to commence work, including the rehabilitation of damaged facilities 
and critical infrastructure, to facilitate the relocation and resettlement of IDPs and refugees in Abadam LGA on the shores of the Lake 
Chad by November 2021. Governor Zulum visited Malam-Fatori (the headquarters of Abadam LGA and a border town with Niger) in early 
July to assess the security situation and level of damages to homes, livelihoods and critical infrastructure following years of attacks by 
non-state armed groups (NSAGs) and clashes with government forces. Governor Zulum also visited Niger, where he met President 
Mohamed Bazoum to discuss the return of refugees to Borno State, which is scheduled for November. More than 100,000 people who 
fled violence in Abadam are currently living as refugees in Bosso and Diffa regions of Niger. Some IDPs from Abadam were relocated 
from Maiduguri, the state capital, to Damasak town (which borders Abadam) two months ago. Abadam LGA is still inaccessible to 
international aid agencies due to ongoing insecurity including along major routes. OCHA continues to engage with the Borno State 
Government to ensure principled and multi-stakeholder approach to relocations that guarantees safety, dignity and continued access to 
assistance and critical services for civilians.  
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Risks of food shortages starting October 
 
During the monthly Local Coordination Group (LCG) meeting partners raised concerns of impending food shortages for over 7,000 
vulnerable households in Rann town, near the border with Cameroon, from the month of October when the entire town will be cut-off by 
flooding for several weeks. Food Security Sector (FSS) partners prepositioned some 950 tons of food in Rann town ahead of the rainy 
season, but updates provided at the LCG suggest that supplies will run out around September. Some households are already skipping 
meals to ration and conserve supplies for as long as possible, according to reports. OCHA is following up with the FSS on plans to 
replenish supplies. A sentinel alert published by the Nutrition Sector in early July already indicated an approximate 4.6 per cent increase 
in severe acute malnutrition (SAM) cases, largely as a result of funding shortfalls for remote nutrition management/programming.  
 

Multiple clashes and illegal vehicle checkpoints spark civilian safety concerns across various LGAs 
 
A spike of violence including NSAG illegal vehicle checkpoints (IVCPs) and armed clashes with government forces was recorded across 
locations and key supply routes during the week, raising concerns for civilian safety. All through the week, NSAGs maintained IVCPs 
along the Damboa-Biu road, stopping several commuter vehicles and asking civilians to show identity documents before allowing them 
to continue their journey. At least two civilians were reportedly abducted at IVCPs in Damboa wo weeks ago. A deadly armed clash that 
involved the deployment of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) was reported in Kareto, some 35 kilometers from Damasak town where 
over 76,000 civilians are hosted. At least two civilian commuters were wounded in crossfire. Similar incidents were also reported in Gubio 
LGA and the Maiduguri-Damaturu highway, where NSAG operatives carjacked a vehicle and abducted an unspecified number of civilians 
on 1 August. In addition to flooding impacting road access to some affected locations during the ongoing rainy season there are growing 
concerns that the spate of violence along major supply routes could further shrink the humanitarian space across the region, especially 
in Borno State, cutting off civilians from critical assistance and services.  
 
Gaps 
 
Limited partner presence and critical services have resulted in major WASH gaps in Dikwa LGA, raising the risk of water-borne disease 
outbreaks such as acute watery diarrhea (AWD)/cholera as the rainy season gathers momentum. The upsurge of violence which targeted 
and affected aid assets prompted a temporary reduction of humanitarian presence since mid-April, disrupting the ongoing scale-up 
including the prepositioning of critical WASH supplies to mitigate risks of disease outbreaks due to flooding. Field sources report that 96 
blocks of latrines, 30 shower facilities, 50 tap heads and boreholes are all broken or partially functional. This gap forces affected 
populations to resort to unsafe sources for water needs, while open defecation cases have also jumped. The worst affected sites include 
Sangaya, Kilagoru, Masarmari and Fulatari IDP camps. Protection partners last week also reported a spike in sexual and gender-based 
violence (SGBV) cases with limited services for survivors. OCHA and partners are currently considering measures to address major gaps 
across sectors in the LGA. This includes the possibility of day/return helicopter missions, although the security situation remains tense 
with occasional reports of armed clashes in the LGA. Some options being explored as immediate solutions include the training of 
volunteers and community-based organizations to scale-up critical services and the expansion of existing networks being used by FSS 
to deliver food supplies to the LGA. 

 

  Funding Overview 

 
Out of $1.0 billion required for the 2021 humanitarian response in north-east Nigeria, $503 million is required for Borno State.  
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